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Actin Capping Protein Is Required for Dendritic Spine Development and Synapse Formation

Yanjie Fan, Xin Tang, Eric Vitriol, Gong Chen, and James Q. Zheng

Dendritic spines serve as the postsynaptic platform for most excitatory synapses in the mammalian brain, and their shape and size are tightly correlated with synaptic strength. The actin cytoskeleton plays a crucial role in the spine structure and its modifications during synapse development and plasticity, but the underlying regulatory mechanisms remain to be elucidated. Here, we report that actin capping protein (CP), a regulator of actin filament growth, plays an essential role for spine development and synapse formation. We found that CP expression in rat hippocampus is elevated at and after the stage of substantial synapse formation. CP knockdown in hippocampal cultures resulted in a marked decline in spine density accompanied by increased filopodia-like protrusions. Moreover, the spines of CP knockdown neurons exhibited an altered morphology, highlighted by multiple thin filopodia-like protrusions emerging from the spine head. Finally, the number of functional synapses was reduced by CP knockdown as evidenced by a reduction in the density of paired presynaptic and postsynaptic markers and in the frequency of miniature EPSCs. These findings indicate that capping of actin filaments by CP represents an essential step for the remodeling of the actin architecture underlying spine morphogenesis and synaptic formation during development.

Introduction

Most of the excitatory synapses in the vertebrate brain reside on dendritic spines that provide the platform for postsynaptic specializations, including clustered synaptic receptors. During development, dendritic spines are formed upon axonal contact (Yoshihara et al., 2009), and their shape and size are tightly correlated with synaptic strength (Yuste and Bonhoeffer, 2001; Kasai et al., 2003). Abnormality in spine number and shape has been observed in a number of neurological disorders and contributes to brain dysfunction (van Spronsen and Hoogenraad, 2010). Actin is the major cytoskeletal component in dendritic spines and provides the structural basis for spine formation, maturation, modification, and elimination during synaptic development, plasticity, and dysfunction (Tada and Sheng, 2006; Cingolani and Goda, 2008; Hotulainen and Hoogenraad, 2010). Importantly, the actin cytoskeleton, in conjunction with other scaffolding molecules, establishes the cytoarchitecture for subcellular organization of postsynaptic components that ensures effective postsynaptic signaling (Carlisle and Kennedy, 2005).

The actin cytoskeleton and its dynamics are regulated by a broad array of binding proteins, but whether and how they function together in dendritic spines remain to be elucidated (Hotulainen and Hoogenraad, 2010). Capping protein (CP) binds the barbed ends of actin filaments to prevent their elongation and facilitate Arp2/3-mediated nucleation (Akin and Mullins, 2008). CP exists and functions as an α/β heterodimer, and a single subunit is unstable (Cooper and Sept, 2008). Although both α1 and α2 subunits are abundant in most tissues (Hart et al., 1997), β2 is the predominant β subunit in the brain (Schafer et al., 1994). A recent study showed that CP is present in dendritic spines of cultured hippocampal neurons and the branched actin filament network containing CP appears to be a prominent feature of the spine head (Korobova and Svitkina, 2010). However, a role for CP in dendritic spines and synaptic functions has not been established. In this study, we examined the role of CP in spine development and synapse formation. Our data show that CP is essential for spine development and maturation leading to functional synapses.

Materials and Methods

Constructs and reagents. DNA constructs of pmOrange, pEGFP-N1, and pEGFP-tubulin were from Clontech, and the mOrange sequence from pmOrange was subcloned into pEGFP-N1 (Gu et al., 2008). EGFP-CPB2, CphsRNA-mRFP, and CphsRNA-GFP-CP [knockdown rescue (KDR)] have been described previously (Meijillano et al., 2004; Vitriol et al., 2007), and CphsRNA targets both mouse and rat CPβ2. Anti-CPβ2 (mAb 3F2.3), anti-CPα1, anti-CPα2 (mAb 5B12.3), and anti-SV2 were from the Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank at the University of Iowa. Other antibodies used were antitubulin antibody (PRB-435P; Covance) and anti-PSD-95 (MA1-045; Thermo Scientific). A custom-made antibody against the C terminus of the CP β subunit (Schafer et
Neuronal cell culture, transfection, and imaging. Rat hippocampal cultures and live imaging were performed as described previously (Gu et al., 2008). Cells were transfected using the calcium phosphate transfection kit (Clontech) at DIV13 and imaged between DIV21 and DIV23. Live imaging was performed using a Nikon C1 confocal system. Typically, a 3D stack of images of a dendritic region was acquired and then projected into a 2D image (maximal intensity) for visualization and analysis. The 3D images of spines were reconstructed using the “Surpass” function of Imaris 7.2 (Andor Technology). Filopodia were defined as thin protrusions without a distinguishable head, and spines were defined as protrusions with a length < 4 μm and an expanded distinguishable head (head/neck ratio > 1.2) (Hotulainen et al., 2009). Spine and filopodia numbers were counted manually to calculate the density (number per unit length of the parent dendrite). Spine head width was measured as spine diameter (the longest possible axis), and neck length was from proximal edge of the spine head to the edge of the dendrite. For spines with no discernible necks, a minimum value of 0.2 μm was used. To quantify the synaptic density, the cluster number and area of SV2 and PSD-95 per unit neurite length were counted and measured using ImageJ (National Institutes of Health). Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) was done using a Nikon A1R confocal system. Photobleaching was achieved by scanning only the spine of interest for 500 ms with 100% power of 488 nm laser (2–7 mW at the 60×/1.49 objective), and subsequent imaging of fluorescence recovery was done by scanning region of interest with 3% laser power at a 3 s interval for ~3 min.

Western blot. Hippocampi from E18, P9, and P18 rats of both sexes were snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen and then homogenized and extracted with RIPA lysis buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl, 150 mM NaCl, 1% (v/v) Triton X-100, 0.25% (w/v) Na-deoxycholate, 1 μM EDTA, pH 7.4) supplemented with protease inhibitor mixture (Sigma P2850). Extracts were dissolved in NuPage sample buffer (Invitrogen) with 50 mM DTT and incubated with protease inhibitor mixture (Sigma P2850). Extracts were snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen and then homogenized and extracted with RIPA lysis buffer [50 mM Tris-HCl, 150 mM NaCl, 1% (v/v) Triton X-100, 0.25% (w/v) Na-deoxycholate, 1 μM EDTA, pH 7.4] supplemented with protease inhibitor mixture (Sigma P2850). Extracts were dissolved in NuPage sample buffer (Invitrogen) with 50 mM DTT and heated at 85°C for 5 min. Equal amounts of protein as determined by BCA measurement were loaded and fractioned by SDS-PAGE in a 10% acrylamide gel and subsequently transferred to nitrocellulose membrane. Membranes were treated with 5% milk in PBS buffer with 0.05% Tween 20 and then blotted with primary antibody. Bound antibodies were detected by HRP-conjugated secondary antibody (Jackson ImmunoResearch), visualized by chemiluminescence using ECL (Pierce), and quantified using the gel analysis routine of ImageJ software.

Immunostaining. Neurons were fixed for 10 min with 4% (w/v) paraformaldehyde and permeabilized with 0.1% (w/v) Triton X-100. After blocking with 5% (w/v) BSA in PBS for 1 h, cells were incubated with primary antibodies overnight at 4°C, followed by 1 h labeling with fluorescent secondary antibody or fluorescent phalloidin.

Electrophysiology. Whole-cell patch-clamp recordings were performed in mouse cortical cultures using a Multiclamp 700A amplifier (Molecular Devices) as described previously (Deng et al., 2007; Gu et al., 2010). Similarly, cells were transfected using the calcium phosphate method at DIV13–14, and fluorescent cells were identified for patch-clamp recording at DIV21. The membrane potential was held at ~70 mV. Data were acquired using pClamp9 software, sampled at 5 kHz, and filtered at 1 kHz. The miniature EPSCs (mEPSCs) were recorded with the addition of 0.5 μM TTX and 100 μM picrotoxin to block action potentials and GABA_B receptors.

Results

CP expression increases in postnatal hippocampi and accumulates in dendritic spines

To gain insights into CP functions in brain development, we performed Western blot analysis to examine CP expression in rat hippocampus at E18, P9, and P18, which correspond approximately to stages before, during, and after extensive synapse formation (Fiala et al., 1998). Because the CPβ1 subunit was not detected in brain (Schafer et al., 1994), we examined only the β2 subunit and both α subunits. We found that α and β2 subunits exhibited an increasing trend of expression over the course of hippocampal development (Fig. 1A): the CP level increased slightly at P9, but significantly at P18 over E18 (CPα1 and CPα2; p < 0.001 for P18 vs E18 and P18 vs P9; CPβ2; p < 0.001 for all the pairwise comparisons; ANOVA Turkey test). These data suggest that CP functions during synapse development and refinement.

We next examined the subcellular distribution of CP in primary cultured hippocampal neurons. Consistent with the previous study (Korobova and Svิตkina, 2010), we found that CP is highly present in dendritic spines as evidenced by immunostaining using a specific antibody against CPβ2 (Fig. 1B) (Schafer et al., 1994). Furthermore, our live cell imaging of EGFP-tagged β2 (hereafter referred to as GFP-CP) showed that CP is highly enriched in the dendritic spines of DIV21 hippocampal neurons compared with the volume marker mOrange (Fig. 1C). The spine localization of CP is better depicted by ratioometric normalization of GFP-CP to mOrange, because the GFP-CP/mOrange ratio in spines is 2.4 ± 0.6 (mean ± 95% confidence interval, from five neurons over 100 spines) when normalized against that of the adjacent dendritic shaft. For neurons expressing GFP and mOrange, the ratio of GFP/mOrange in spines is approximately the same as that in dendritic shaft (1.0 ± 0.1, from four neurons over 100 spines). The localization of GFP-CP in spines is further supported by FRAP. Compared with GFP, GFP-CP exhibited a much slower rate of recovery (halftime of ~20 s for GFP-CP vs ~2 s for GFP) with ~12% GFP-CP fluorescence not recovered at the end of recording (Fig. 1D). These data suggest that CP is preferentially localized to spines, potentially through interactions with other spine components.

CP knockdown impairs spine formation and morphogenesis

To investigate the function of CP in spine development, we expressed a shRNA that specifically targets CPβ2 of both mouse and rat (Mejillano et al., 2004). This shRNA construct also encodes mRFP for identification of neurons expressing shRNA. We first verified the effectiveness of CP knockdown by this shRNA in cultured mouse CAD neuroblastoma cells (Qi et al., 1997). Consistently, the endogenous CPβ2 level was dramatically reduced 3 d after shRNA transfection as evidenced by Western blotting (Fig. 2A). Effective knockdown of endogenous CPβ2 in cultured hippocampal neurons was verified by immunostaining (Fig. 2A). The average intensity of the CPβ2 immunofluorescence in shRNA-expressing neurons (identified by the presence of mRFP fluorescence) was 53 ± 4% of that of nontransfected neurons in the same dish (shRNA neurons, 15; nontransfected cells, >120 from three different batches of experiments). These results thus confirmed the effectiveness of the CPshRNA for CPβ2 knockdown in hippocampal neurons.

To examine the effects of CPβ2 knockdown on spine development, we transfected cultured hippocampal neurons at DIV13 and performed confocal imaging on spines at DIV21. In control neurons, a large portion of dendritic spines has developed into the mushroom shape with a distinct spine head and neck (Fig. 2B, arrows) and some have acquired stubby (Fig. 2B, arrowheads) as well as thin spine morphologies (Fig. 2B, double arrows). In neurons expressing CPshRNA, however, a large percentage of dendritic protrusions exhibited a thin filopodia-like morphology (Fig. 2B, red arrows), some of which were branched (Fig. 2B, red arrowheads). Most notably, some spine-like protrusions that did form displayed an aberrant morphology. Unlike the bulbous spine heads observed in control neurons, these spine heads appeared to be larger and irregularly shaped and, most intriguingly,
had thin filopodia protruding out (Fig. 2B, asterisks). The abnormality in spine shape and size can be better appreciated by 3D reconstruction of dendritic protrusions (Fig. 2C). The CPshRNA effects on spines appear to be a direct result of CP/H9252 knockdown because KDR experiments using a construct encoding both CP-shRNA and a shRNA-refractory CP mutant (Vitriol et al., 2007) produced dendritic spines similar to that of the control cells (Fig. 2B). Furthermore, expression of GFP-CP did not seem to perturb the spine morphology. When quantified, the number of total protrusions stemming from the dendritic shaft showed no difference among different groups (Fig. 2D). However, the numbers of spine-like protrusions in CPβ2 knockdown cells were significantly reduced (Fig. 2D; p < 0.05 compared with the control; ANOVA Dunnett’s method), whereas the number of filopodia was much higher than that of control cells (Fig. 2D). Further analysis of single spine size showed that the spine head width and neck length in the CPshRNA group were larger than that of the control (Fig. 2E; p < 0.01 and < 0.05, respectively; rank sum test). These results indicate that CP is required for the formation and morphogenesis of dendritic spines.

Similar to control cells, dendritic protrusions in CP knockdown cells are actin-based as evidenced by their concentration of F-actin (Fig. 3A). In particular, the filopodia-like protrusions from the spine head are highlighted by F-actin (see magnified panels in Fig. 3A). We found that most of the dendritic protrusions in CP knockdown cells did not contain microtubules except a small fraction of spines (Fig. 3A), similar to that reported previously (Gu et al., 2008; Hu et al., 2008). To further understand the effects of CP knockdown on spine formation and morphogenesis, we performed confocal imaging to examine the spine development at different days after the transfection of CPshRNA constructs. We found that filopodia were predominant in DIV14 cells with few spine-like protrusions, but a marked number of spines started to emerge from DIV17 to DIV21 (Fig. 3B). In CPshRNA-expressing cells, the thin filopodia-like protrusions were obvious by DIV17 and became predominant by DIV21, together with the large protrusions with thin filopodia-like protrusions on the spine head. We quantified the number of dendritic protrusions (Fig. 3B) and found that control cells underwent an increase in spine formation accompanied by a decrease in the number of filopodia from DIV14 to DIV21 (Fig. 3B). However, in CPβ2 knockdown cells, the number of thin filopodia-like protrusions increased over the same period of time, whereas the number of spine-like structures remained unchanged. Together, these data suggest that CP is involved in spine formation and likely plays a role in spine head expansion.

**CP knockdown affects presynaptic and postsynaptic specialization and synaptic transmission**

To examine the formation of functional synapses, we first performed immunostaining to identify presynaptic and postsynaptic specializations using antibodies against SV2 (presynaptic marker)
and PSD-95 (postsynaptic marker). We found that almost all of the dendritic spines in control cells were apposed by SV2 puncta (Fig. 4A) and contained PSD-95 signals (Fig. 4B), which is consistent with previous studies showing that most of the spines, if not all, represent the postsynaptic structure of functional synapses. In cells expressing CPshRNA, SV2 signals were also found to be associated with the spine-like protrusions, but the density was markedly reduced (Fig. 4A). Interestingly, the size of the SV2 puncta appears to be larger than that of the control group (Fig. 4A). Similarly, PSD-95 signals were associated with the spine-like protrusions even though these spines have thin filopodia on the spine head (Fig. 4B). The density of PSD-95 puncta was also reduced but their size appeared to larger than that of the control group (Fig. 4B). To better determine the effects of CP knockdown on synaptic function, we performed whole-cell patch-clamp recordings to examine the mEPSCs. We found that the frequency of mEPSCs in cells expressing CPshRNA was markedly reduced compared with the control nontransfected cells (Fig. 4C–E). Expression of the KDR construct restored the

Figure 2. Knockdown of CPβ2 by shRNA and its effects on spine development. A, Effective knockdown of endogenous CP by CPshRNA in CAD cells (Western blotting) and in hippocampal neurons (immunostaining). Scale bar, 20 μm. B, Representative images of dendritic protrusions in hippocampal neurons expressing GFP, CPshRNA, KDR, and GFP-CP, each accompanied by its 3D reconstruction view. Arrows: mushroom spine; arrowheads: stubby; double arrows: thin spines; red arrows: thin filopodia; red arrowheads: branched protrusions; asterisks: spines with protrusions from the head. Scale bar: 5 μm. C, Representative images of different types of dendritic protrusions in control and CP knockdown neurons (top, fluorescence; bottom, 3D reconstructed view). Scale bar: 1 μm. D, Quantitative analyses of total protrusions and spine and filopodia densities. Error bars represent 95% confidence interval. E, Box–whisker plot showing the spine head width and neck length of different groups (bottom and top of the box, 25% and 75%; middle band, 50%; ends, 5% and 95%). Numbers in parentheses indicate the number of neurons analyzed in each group. *p < 0.05; **p < 0.001; ANOVA Dunnett’s method for D and Student’s t test for E.

Figure 3. CP knockdown on the cytoskeleton and development of dendritic protrusions. A, Representative images show the F-actin (labeled by Alexa488-phalloidin; left) and microtubules (labeled by GFP-tubulin; right) in CPshRNA-transfected neurons (indicated by the RFP fluorescence). For each set, the area enclosed by the rectangle is shown in a magnified view on the right. B, Representative images showing the changes in filopodia and spines of cultured hippocampal neurons at DIV14, DIV17, and DIV21 as revealed by confocal imaging. Bar graph shows the quantitative analysis of the number of different dendritic protrusions at different stages in neurons transfected with GFP alone or CPshRNA. The number of neurons analyzed in each group is indicated in parentheses. Error bars represent 95% confidence interval. *p < 0.05; **p < 0.001 (Student’s t test). Scale bars, 5 μm.
mEPSC frequency, and expression of GFP alone did not have any effect on the mEPSC frequency (Fig. 4C, D). All of the groups showed similar amplitudes of mEPSCs (Fig. 4E). These electrophysiological data, together with the imaging findings, support a critical role for CP in spine development and synapse formation.

Discussion

End capping of cytoskeletal filaments is a key mechanism for regulating filaments’ elongation and disassembly, as well as the organization of the cytoskeletal architecture. CP binds to the barbed ends of actin filaments to inhibit further elongation and is involved in the formation of branched actin networks in concert with Arp2/3 (Akin and Mullins, 2008). Here, we show that CP plays an essential role in the formation of dendritic spines. In particular, CP knockdown promoted the formation of thin filopodia-like protrusions and inhibited proper spine development. Dendritic spines initiate as filopodia-like protrusions from dendritic shafts, and then convert to mature spine structure with an expanded head (Ziv and Smith, 1996; Yoshihara et al., 2009; Hotulainen and Hoogenraad, 2010). Our data thus suggest that CP may function in the transition of filopodia to spines. CP is known to function in the formation of branched actin networks in lamellipodia in non-neuronal cells, and CP knockdown promotes the formation of filopodia (Mejillano et al., 2004). Recent studies have revealed that spine heads are supported by a branched actin filamentous network with a core of actin bundles interacting with the PSD. It was postulated that spine head expansion involves extensive actin branching by Arp2/3 occurring at the tip of filopodia when the spine head begins to form (Hotulainen and Hoogenraad, 2010). Because CP has been shown to function in Arp2/3-mediated nucleation of actin branches (Akin and Mullins, 2008), it is conceivable that CP functions in a similar way to facilitate Arp2/3-mediated actin nucleation and branching for spine head expansion.

The relatively larger and irregularly shaped spine heads and their emergence of thin filopodia in CP knockdown cells also indicate the importance of stopping filament elongation during spine development. It is conceivable that the lack of CP by shRNA knockdown allowed continuous polymerization of actin fila-
ments in spines, leading to the larger spine heads and filopodial protrusion. The knockdown of CP might have also tilted the balance of the barbed end binding toward Ena/Vasp-mediated actin bundling for filopodial protrusion (Bear et al., 2002). One would thus expect that CP overexpression could favor less filopodia and more spine formation, but EGFP-CPβ2 expression did not produce any effect on dendritic protrusions. This can be explained by the fact that CP functions as a heterodimer of α and β subunits (Cooper and Sept, 2008). The exogenous EGFP-CPβ2 requires endogenous α subunits to be functional and stable. Therefore, a potential effect on spine formation may only be observed by overexpressing both α and β subunits.

The altered spine formation by CP knockdown appears to directly translate into a reduction in the formation of functional synapses. Although the spines with altered shape in CP knockdown neurons were able to form functional synapses, the number of either presynaptic or postsynaptic markers was largely reduced. This is consistent with the reduced spine density in neurons with CP knockdown. It is likely that the thin filopodia-like protrusions may not support postsynaptic specialization required for synapse formation. Indeed, our live cell imaging of pHluorin-tagged GluR1 found that most spines (even with their aberrant shape), but not filopodia, in CP knockdown neurons exhibited a concentrated level of surface GluR1 (data not shown). This conclusion is further supported by the reduced frequency of mEPSCs recorded from the CPshRNA knockdown cells. Although the size of both presynaptic and postsynaptic markers appeared to be slightly larger in CP knockdown neurons, no difference was observed in the amplitude of mEPSCs between the control and CP knockdown groups, suggesting that the number of receptors at the postsynaptic site was not substantially altered by CP knockdown. Together with the imaging data, CP appears to play a prominent role in converting filopodia to spines for functional synapses. Whether CP is also involved in spine dynamics and receptor trafficking during synaptic plasticity remains to be investigated.

Our findings on the role of CP in synapse formation and function are supported by several studies implicating CP in brain functions and disorders. For example, CP interaction with tubulin was found to be altered in hippocampi of rats exposed to a spatial memory task (Nelson et al., 2004), although our data do not show altered microtubule presence in spines after CP knockdown. In fetal brains of Down syndrome, a frequently inherited disease causing mental retardation, both CPα and CPβ levels were significantly lower than the control (Guesslerian et al., 2002). Moreover, CP level was found to decrease in a rat model of dementia, and CP accumulation in synapses was observed after LTP stimulation (Kitanishi et al., 2010). Together, it is clear that proper actin organization and remodeling in the dendritic spines are crucial for the development and maturation of the postsynaptic structure and function. Alterations of the spine actin structure and its dynamic regulation likely present a mechanism underlying abnormality in synapse development and function found in many brain disorders.
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